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important to the king, both because of the taxes they paid
and also because they could usually be relied upon to support
him against the nobles. For both reasons, he was not averse
to admitting them to a share in his councils, and it is a feature
of Spanish history that this took place much sooner than in
any other country in Europe. The first instance of repre-
sentatives of the towns sitting in the Cortes with the other
two estates of nobles and clergy was at the Cortes of Leon,
which met in 1188.
But twelfth-century Spain was not only unique in this The three
respect.   The Moslems had made it remarkable for culture g^^ts in
and learning during the time that Cordova was the seat of the popu-
a Caliph,  and some of the fruits of this accrued to thelation
Christians as the prize of victory, especially when towns like
Toledo and Saragossa came into their possession.    In the
population that passed under their control there were three
elements :  Jews, Mozarabs, who had adhered to Christianity
while under Moslem rule, and Mudejares, Moslems who now
became dependent on Christians.    These were all to be found,
in varying numbers, in every kingdom in the peninsula ; the
Mudejares were especially numerous in Castile and Portugal,
the Mozarabs in Aragon, to which large numbers of them
had been brought as settlers by Alfonso L    It is a feature of
this period of Spanish history that the rulers of all the king-
doms allowed free exercise of their religion and local autonomy
both to Jews and Moslems;  in spite of the influence of the
Crusades on the character of the Reconquest, there was no
religious persecution.    It was the zealous Almoravides and
Almohades who persecuted Jews and Mozarabs, and thus
drove them to seek protection within the Christian kingdoms.
Therefore these kingdoms profited by the financial and com-
mercial experience of the Jews, the artistic instincts of the
Mudejares, the learning of Jews and Mozarabs.   Their greatest Their
contribution  was in science  (especially mathematics  and cpntribu-
medicine) and philosophy, and in the translations they made learning
from Aristotle and other Greek writers ; and this new know-
ledge,  as it passed through the peninsula to be eagerly
absorbed in northern Europe, was the greatest contribution
of Spain to European civilisation in the Middle Ages.
In literature and art there were northern as well as south- Literature
ern influences.   The Romanesque architecture of the eleventh and art

